Abstract. Realization of English-Chinese Translation on Smart phone platform has been discussed. Recognition processing mainly uses Google OCR technology. Image binarization is used to increase recognition accuracy. Realization of English-Chinese translation depends on local lexicon realized through SQLite database, or using Youdao online translation interface.
Introduction
Due to the rapid development of communication technology and mobile network, it is very necessary to realize English-Chinese translation by smart phone. Rely on Google's OCR technology, the image can be converted into English texts. And then, English-Chinese translation can be accomplished by querying the local lexicon database, or using Youdao online translation interface.
Get image
Take a picture by camera of Android smart phone. Display the picture by SurfaceView. Define MyPictureCallBack class Inherited from PictureCallback. Get the image by MyPictureCallBack. The effect of image is shown as Fig.1 .
Image binarization
Image binarization process by the following steps: Transform color image into grayscale image. Calculate the maximum and minimum values of grayscale. Calculate threshold by iterative method. Method of image binarization is as following. baseApi.end(); return content; } } Method init(String datapath, String language) is responsible for OCR initialization. First parameter "datapath" indicates the path. Second parameter "language" represents the language used by the recognition process. If OCR initialization is successful "init" will return "true". Otherwise will return "false".
Method setImage (Bitmap bmp) is responsible for setting the image to be identified. Method getUTF8Text() in order to get the text extracted from image, and return the result with UTF-8 standard. Method clear() is used to clear settings for the object.
English-Chinese translation
It is a good choice to using SQLite database for English-Chinese translation. AHibernate general framework supports the following functions.
Setting table automatically. It can set tables automatically according to comments, and support operations as increase, delete, modify. Needn't to write these code repeatedly in SQlite. Simplify the workload of programmers.
Flexible query method. It supports query method for SQL and Android method. Query results can be encapsulated in object, just as Hibernate frame. Results can be shown as List<Map<String,String>>. This method is very practical and efficient in actual project development.
English-Chinese translation can also be accomplished by using Youdao online translation interface. The XML data format is as following. 
Design of Android form
Realization of the Android form is based on an interface called WindowManager. WindowManager has a lot of use, managing the properties of the window, adding or deleting the view, collecting message, processing the order of forms. Instance of WindowManager can be generated by Context.get SystemService (Context.WINDOW_SERVICE). WindowManager has three important methods for form management call addView ( ), updateViewLayout( ), removeView( ).
XML language is applied to the layout of the interface. RelativeLayout is applied to the design of the main interface. So the application can be compatible with a variety of smart phones
Conclusions
This application is developed by Android smart phone platform. Java and C++ have been used with Eclipse. The software can be compatible with all Android platforms above Android4.0. The solution of the application depends on the following aspects. Recognition processing mainly uses Google OCR technology. Image binarization is used to increase recognition accuracy. Realization of English-Chinese translation depends on local lexicon realized through SQLite database, or using Youdao online translation interface.
